OFF THE FLOOR

NEED FOR SPEED
THE Reverend Milo Speedwagon is known for DJing at
Bestival, Groovetech and Kiss 100 FM. He runs the famfriendly Loco Disco nights in East London, but recently set up
his own production company, Speedwagon Productions, and
kicked off with ‘Sweet Cheeks’ by Raf Rundell...
Fave music vids of all time:
Missy Elliott ‘Work It’.
“Like Chris Cunningham throwing a pool party.”
Neil Young ‘Wonderin’.
“Veteran director Tim Pope can do no wrong.”
The Chemical Brothers ‘Free Yourself’.
“Terminator with a sense of humour.”
Thoughts on budgets:
“It is time that is expensive — never underestimate its
value!”
Secret kit essentials:
“An ability to remember EVERYONE’s name — trust me, I’m a
Reverend. Oh, and lip balm.”
Dream team:
“My tight but polite crew consists of at least one friend, funlover, nerd, clip-board Nazi, artistic visionary and above all, a
random runner.”
How did it begin:
“I didn’t suddenly go, ‘I want to be a DJ, make films and
have a production company’. I had some records (mostly fire
damaged 12s that belonged to the bloke at the video rental
shop), met some chums at university and put some nights
on, got a job making tea for an events company, then learnt,
never said no, and here I am. It just happened.
“I have NO formal training in anything, my dad was a butcher
(a rather flamboyant butcher, but a butcher all the same),
so meeting amazing people while learning a craft, spreading
some joy and getting paid for it, is mega. DJing is taking
people on a journey, so is film. Working with people from the
world of music and clubland is great — a shared experience of
euphoria and tinnitus can never be underestimated. A prime
example being Raf Rundell on the ‘Sweet Cheeks’ video.”
Words of wisdom:
“Using your skills for good is essential — what will be your
legacy? When you pop your clogs, have you left the world
a slightly better place? Whatever you do for pleasure, be it
DJing or gardening, keep on doing it. Life is short, and no
one on their death-bed says, ‘Oh, I wish I’d done a bit more
overtime’ or, ‘If only I’d had 1,000 more followers on the
socials’.”
Your aesthetic:
“I’m aesthetically ambivalent. As long as the means befit the
ends, all good.”
Can you shoot it on a phone?
“GoPro or Sony Venice... just tell the story.”
•http://www.speedwagon.me/

ART OF NOIZE
TABITHA DENHOLM’S life with cameras
began as a model, but she’s danced all
sides of the set. Behind the decks, she
played as Queens Of Noize, a female DJ
duo who rose from Shoreditch’s 333
scene.
“I became a director when my DJ partner
Mairead Nash ‘discovered’ Florence & The
Machine in a toilet,” Denholm says. “She
started managing her, and the art duties
fell to me, which evolved into directing.”
Tabitha now champions females in film,
with the WOMEN UNDER THE INFLUENCE
community.
“At the moment, we are planning a
curated festival in Idyllwild, celebrating
female-directed film according to our
motto: made by women for everyone.”
Why pop promos?
“The best thing about music videos is
that they can be a pure art form. You
are literally letting music dictate a
boundless visual world that can take any
form, so videos are amazing to free your
imagination and stretch your wings. But
also, they are adverts, so there is that
side as well.”
Top female promo directors who
inspired you?
“Dawn Shadforth and Floria Sigismondi.”
And new ones you see kicking around?
“I feel that the young female video
directors coming out of London and
the UK are pretty much the most
exciting thing about London culture
right now. They are expanding notions
of identity, storytelling and, in this
highly sexualised industry, presenting
alternative notions of femininity AND
masculinity.

"I’m talking about directors like Jenn
Nkiru, Olivia Rose, Nadira Amrani, Chloe
Shepherd and Netti Hurley.”
Words of wisdom for those that wanna
get into it?
“Don’t wait.”
Fave music vids of all time?
“I love the early Madonna videos of Mary
Lambert. They basically laid out what a
music video should be with their heady
mix. I mean, if you made ‘Like A Prayer’
now, people would still blow a gasket.
I was OBSESSED with Alma Har’el’s
Sigur Ros video, ‘Fjogur Piano’. One
that slipped under the radar was Dawn
Shadforth’s video for Hurts’ ‘Lights’. I
love Autumn De Wilde being paired up
with Florence now, she knows how to
channel her goddess.”
Secret kit essentials?
“I used a cheap old 50mm lens that is
great in low light, and little else for a
whole bunch of films.”
Dream team?
“I always wanted to shoot with Kasper
Tuxen.”
On being an auteur…
“It is a total collaboration and happy
accidents are everything, but at the same
time you have to have it all in your head
and be able to communicate that.”
Your aesthetic?
“A vivid version of reality.”
Can you just shoot it on a phone?
“A hundred per cent, if that makes sense
for what you want to shoot.”
•instagram.com/
womenundertheinfluence/
DJMAG.COM
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